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Helius:MCT is an add-on software package  
that enables commercial finite element codes 
to accurately and efficiently simulate the  
progressive failure of composite materials  
and structures 



Identification of Damage/Failure Events 
•    Which physical damage/failure events will be considered 
•    Mathematical idealization of individual damage/failure events 
•    Criteria used to identify individual damage/failure events  
              functional form & independent variables 

Consequences of Damage/Failure Events 
•    Mathematical idealization of  the consequences of damage/failure events 

  impose stiffness reduction,   or   introduce discrete cracks 
•    Stiffness reduction method for each individual damage/failure event  

  isotropic,  orthotropic,  or  anisotropic  stiffness reduction  
  continuous  vs.  discrete  stiffness reduction  
  instantaneous  vs.  gradual  stiffness reduction  

•    Discrete crack introduction method for each damage/failure event  
  orientation,  size  and  placement  of discrete cracks  
  density of cracks  

Progressive Failure Simulation 

…And what about all the convergence difficulties that PFA brings? 



Helius:MCT  Framework  –  Unique/Essential Functionality 

Multiscale progressive failure constitutive models  where 
material damage, failure and their consequences are  
predicted at the constituent material level , based on  
conditions (stress and strain) that occur at the constituent 
material level. 
 

Highly accurate and efficient means for decomposing 
homogenized composite states (from structural-level model) 
into constituent average states without the need for fully  
coupled micro-macro analysis.  All micromechanical analysis 
is due only during the characterization of the material. 
 

Proprietary algorithms that alleviate convergence difficulties 
associated with material softening behavior (failure). 
 

          Enables practical simulation of simultaneous  
              intra-laminar material failure and delamination 
              over a complete load history.  



Multicontinuum 
Theory (MCT) 

Homogenized 
Composite 

Stress & Strain 
State 

Constituent 
Average 

Stress & Strain 
State 

Constituent average stress & strain states are physically relevant. 
 

Homogenized composite stress & strain states are not physically relevant. 

 

Restriction: The MCT decomposition can be performed for any 
                      composite material provided that the constitutive  
                      relations have been linearized about the current state. 

Consequence: The response of the composite is represented via a 
                          finite (managable) number of discrete damage states.   

                     Multicontinuum Theory (MCT) 

Homogenized 
Structural-Level 

Heterogeneous 
Material-Level MCT decomposition 

(mapping) 



Filtering Characteristics of Volume Average Stress States 
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Constituent Average  
Stress States 

Filters out all stress components that 

are self-equilibrating over each 

individual constituent material. 

Retains Poisson interactions  

between constituents. 

Retains thermal interactions  

between constituents caused by  

differences in thermal expansion  

coefficients. 

Filters out constituent self-equilibrating 

shear stresses that arise solely to 

satisfy local equilibrium. 

Composite Average  
Stress States 

Filters out all stress components that are 

self-equilibrating over the entire RVE 

Filters out constituent self-equilibrating 

shear stresses that arise solely to satisfy  

local equilibrium. 

Filters out Poisson interactions  

between constituents. 

Filters out thermal interactions between 

constituents caused by differences in  

thermal expansion coefficients. 

+ 

+ 



Example:   Imposed Uniform Temperature Reduction  
 in an Unconstrained Composite 
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Micromechanical  

Stress Field 
Constituent  

Average Stress 

22 

2 
3 

2 
3 

Composite 

Average Stress 

2 

3 

zero 

tension 

compression 

Thermal interactions between constituents are self-equilibrating  

over the entire RVE, but not self-equilibrating within each  

individual constituent. 

 

Constituent averaging process retains thermal interactions. 

Composite averaging process filters out thermal interactions. 
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linearized about as many different  

discrete damaged states as desired 

        MCT Decomposition (numerical form)  

individual 
composite  

average 
load states 
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Micro-Mechanical  
Finite Element 

Model 

localization mapping via 
constituent averaging coefficients 

(superposition of macroscopic modes) 

constituent 
average 

stress & strain 
state 

f

 

m m 

f 



matrix average  
stress & strain states 

current matrix properties 
(discrete damage state) 

+ 

current 
homogenized  

composite  
properties current fiber properties 

(discrete damage state) 

Homogenization 
mapping derived  

from Micromechanical 
Finite Element Model 

fiber average  
stress & strain states 

Develop a failure criterion and  
stiffness degradation scheme  
for the matrix constituent 

Develop a failure criterion and  
stiffness degradation scheme  
for the fiber constituent 

        

The MCT decomposition process gives us access to constitutive average 
stress and strain states at any integration point in a structural-level 
finite element model….  What next?  

MCT Decomposition      Progressive Failure Model 




m 

(m

)  1 matrix failure criterion: 

fiber failure criterion: 
f 

(f

)  1 

Prediction of matrix failure is based on the  
matrix average stress state 

Prediction of fiber failure is based on the  
fiber average stress state 

The failure state of the composite material  
is completely defined by  

the failure states of its individual constituent materials. 

        MCT Decomposition      Progressive Failure Model 



Constituent Failure Criteria  

 


m 

(m

)  1 
matrix  
failure  
criterion: 

fiber  
failure  
criterion 
 


f 

(f

)  1 

There are many different forms of constituent failure criteria in use 
today, but the MCT approach is uniquely distinguished by the fact  

that it is driven by constituent average stress states 

MCT Others 
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Regardless of the exact forms of m and f employed,  
the use of constituent average stresses  

provides a significant increase in accuracy. 



Consequences of Constituent Failure 

(isotropic constituent stiffness reduction)  
composites) 
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If  
m 
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matrix failure criterion fiber failure criterion 

If  
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Then   
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m
 

to MD% of original,  

Reduce G
m

 

to MD% of original,  


m

 

remains unchanged 

  

 

         Reduced C
m 

 Then   
  Reduce E

f
 

to FD% of original,  

  Reduce G
f
 

to FD% of original , 

  
f
 

remains unchanged 

  

   

               Reduced C
f 

     Reduced C
c 

via micromechanical 

F.E. model 

orthotropic 
stiffness 

reduction 
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Simple Case:  Three Discrete Damaged States 

c 
3 

c 

1 

2 

matrix failure event 
(stiffness reduction controlled by user-specified MD) 

fiber failure event 
(stiffness reduction controlled by user-specified FD) 
 

Damage State 1 
Undamaged matrix, 
Undamaged fibers 

Damage State 2  
Failed matrix, 
Undamaged fibers 

Damage State 3  
Failed matrix, 
Failed fibers 

matrix 
failure 

fiber 
failure 

This concept leads to nine discrete damage states 
in a woven composite material. 



Undamaged In Situ 
Matrix Stiffness, 
Undamaged In Situ 
Fiber Stiffness 

Measured 
Composite 
Properties 

Micromechanical  

F.E. Model 

Stiffness of Damaged 
or Failed Matrix 

Stiffness of Damaged 
or Failed Fiber 

Stiffness of  
Damaged or 

Failed  
Composite 

Micromechanical  

F.E. Model 

1 

3 

2 

4 
5 

Hypothesize the modes 

and consequences of  

constituent damage 

or  failure 

1.  Measured Composite Properties 
2.  In Situ Constituent Properties 
3.  Constituent Damage or Failure Model 
4.  Degraded In Situ Constituent Properties 
5.  Degraded Composite Properties 

  MCT Multiscale Material Characterization Process 
(performed only once and applied to any subsequent structural-level progressive failure analysis) 



Constituent Failure Criteria  
(for unidirectional composites) 

Fiber Failure Criterion 

are adjustable coefficients fff AAA 411 ,, 
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f

ij is the fiber average stress state 



Constituent Failure Criteria  
(for unidirectional composites) 
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Matrix Failure Criterion 

10 adjustable coefficients: m

ij is the matrix average stress state 
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longitudinal normal stress 

mean normal stress in the 2-3 plane 

max longitudinal shear stress 

longitudinal/transverse interaction term 

a 2-3 plane stress invariant 



After performing multiscale progressive failure material characterization for a 
composite material, a material data file is created and added to the Helius:MCT 
Composite Material Library.  Each material data file contains, among other things, 
material properties  related to the following discrete damage states: 
 
Undamaged Composite Material 
•  properties for the  undamaged matrix constituent 
•  properties for the undamaged fiber constituent 
•  homogenized properties for the undamaged composite 
 

Composite Material after Matrix Failure 
•  reduced properties for the failed matrix constituent 
•  properties for the undamaged fiber constituent 
•  homogenized properties for the damaged composite 
 

Composite Material after Matrix Failure and Fiber Failure 
•  reduced properties for the failed matrix constituent 
•  reduced properties for the failed fiber constituent 
•  homogenized properties for the damaged composite 

homogenization † 

homogenization † 

homogenization† 

Helius:MCT  Composite Material Library 

†homogenization is performed using relationships derived from  
high-fidelity micro-mechanical F.E. models 



Finite 
Element 

Code 

Helius:MCT 
User Material 

Subroutine Helius:MCT 
Composite 
Material 
Library 

homogenized 
composite 
strain state 

homogenized 
composite 

stress state and  
stiffness 

Decompose composite  
stress/strain state into  
constituent  average stress 
and strain states. 
 
Assess constituent failure  
based on constituent avg. 
stress state. 
 
Identify current discrete  
damage state. 
 
Update composite stiffness  
and composite avg. stress 
state. 

access once at the  
beginning of the  

F.E. simulation 

material name 

composite and constituent  
properties for each  

discrete damage state 

access once for each  
integration point for 

each equilibrium  
iteration 

Interaction between Helius:MCT & Commercial F.E. Code 



matrix average  

stress state 

current matrix properties 

(current damage state) 

current 

homogenized 

composite 

stiffness 

and 

stress state 

current fiber properties 

(current damage state) 

Homogenization 

fiber average  

stress state 

matrix failure criterion 

fiber failure criterion 

Helius:MCT 

decomposition homogenized 

composite 

strain state 

Micro-Mechanical  F. E. solutions 

are performed only once,  

during the pre-processing phase 

of the structural level F.E. solution 

Helius:MCT 

Finite 
Element 

(integration  pt.) 

relationships 

established using  

Micro-Mechanical 

Finite Element 
Model 

relationships 

established using  

Micro-Mechanical 

Finite Element 
Model 

homogenized 

composite 

stiffness & 

stress state 

Interaction between Helius:MCT  & Commercial F.E. Code 
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Objective: 
Use Helius:MCTTM progressive failure simulation software 
in conjunction with Abaqus/Standard to predict the 
progressive failure response of the panel taking into account 
simultaneous evolution of intra-laminar ply failure and 
delamination. 

Quasi-isotropic OHT specimen with grouped plies 
[(45°)n, (90°)n, (-45°)n, (0°)n]s 
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Quasi-isotropic OHT specimen with grouped plies 
[(45°)n, (90°)n, (-45°)n, (0°)n]s 

Experimental damage/failure observations: 
Song, K., Li, Y., and Rose, C.A., (2011) 
Green, B.G., Wisnom, M.R., Hallett, S.R., (2007) 
Hallett, S.R., Green, B.G., Jiang, W.G., Wisnom, M.R., (2009) 
Pierron, F., Green, B., Wisnom, M.R., Hallett, S.R., (2007) 
Wisnom, M.R., Hallett, S.R., Soutis, C., (2010) 

Fiber-aligned meshing solutions have been demonstrated by Song, Li, and Rose (2011), 
but they used an explicit finite element simulation to avoid the troublesome issue of 
establishing equilibrium at each time increment.  For quasi-static PFA, implicit finite 
element solutions are far more efficient…  provided convergence can be achieved. 



F 
 

 

F 

load drop 
F  5% 

Incrementally load the panel until we observe a load drop of 
more than 5%. 

First major load drop 
is caused by a burst 
of matrix failure and 
delamination. 

IM7 8552  (characterized using NIAR data) 

Quasi-isotropic OHT specimen with grouped plies 
[(45°)n, (90°)n, (-45°)n, (0°)n]s     n=4,8 
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one 3-D element 

one 3-D element 

one 3-D element 

one 3-D element 

one 3-D element 

one 3-D element 

one 3-D element 

one 3-D element 



fiber-aligned 
mesh for 0  
and 90 plies 

fiber-aligned 
mesh for +45  
and -45 plies 

conventional  
hole-centric 
mesh used  
for all plies 

cohesive mesh 
used in both 

models 

y 

x 

fiber-aligned model   vs.    conventional, hole-centric model   



fiber-aligned 
mesh for  

+45 & -45  
plies 

mesh for  
cohesive  
layers 

fiber-aligned mesh conventional, hole-centric mesh 

y 

x 

fiber-aligned 
mesh for  
0 & 90  

plies 

conventional 
mesh for  

+45 & -45  
plies 

mesh for  
cohesive  
layers 

conventional 
mesh for  
0 & 90  

plies 



 
Lamina Material Properties (psi): 
  E11 =  2.170E+07    E22 =  1.574E+06    E33 =  1.574E+06 
 NU12 =  3.026E-01   NU13 =  3.026E-01   NU23 =  4.923E-01 
  G12 =  6.750E+05    G13 =  6.750E+05    G23 =  5.274E+05 
 

Lamina Strengths (psi): 
+S11 =  3.481E+05    +S22 =  1.610E+04     +S33 =  1.610E+04 
-S11 = -2.451E+05     -S22 = -3.626E+04     -S33 = -3.626E+04 
 S12 =  1.740E+04       S13 =  1.740E+04       S23 =  1.378E+04 

IM7 8552  (characterized using NIAR data) 

Cohesive Material Parameters  (taken from Song, Li and Rose (2011) 
Damage Initiation = Quadratic Stress 
Damage Evolution  = Energy (Mixed Mode, Power Law) 
Knn, Kss, Ktt    =  8.000E+08,   8.000E+08,   8.000E+08 
Sn,  Ss,  St     =  9.000E+03,   1.340E+04,   1.340E+04 
GnC, GsC, GtC    =  1.571E+00,   4.462E+00,   4.462E+00 
Power Law Exponent  =  1 
 

Damage Evolution:   
Instantaneous Stiffness Degrad. 
Postfail Matrix Deg =  1.00E-06 
Postfail Fiber    Deg =  1.00E-06 
 

Material Parameters 



y 

x 

fiber-aligned 
mesh for  
+45 plies 

conventional mesh  
for +45 plies  

(and all others) 

Representation of intra-laminar failure of a ply: 
Consider a transverse matrix crack in the +45° plies 

A line of failed elements (w/ reduced stiffness) 
can form a clean, contiguous linear path that 
provides complete disruption of load flow 
in matrix dominated directions 

A compact path of failed elements necessarily  
leaves many diagonal connections between  
un-failed elements, allowing spurious transfer 
of load across the transverse matrix crack. 



Linking of transverse matrix cracks via delamination 
e.g.  adjacent +45° and 90° plies 

The combination of transverse matrix cracking and delamination 
allows the +45°/90° group to separate into two pieces (global failure)  
without breaking any fibers 

y 

x 

delaminations  
between the  

+45° & 90° plies 

transverse matrix  
crack in the  

+45° ply 

transverse matrix  
crack in the  

90° ply 



4mm laminate thickness:   
4 contiguous plies at each fiber orientation 
4 3-D elements through the thickness of the half-laminate 

lateral free edge 

[(45°)4, (90°)4, (-45°)4, (0°)4]s 
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Predicted structural-level  progressive failure response 

fiber-aligned mesh  -  predicted failure load is 6% higher than measured 
conventional mesh  -  predicted failure load is 4% higher than measured 



Predicted structural-level  progressive failure response 

fiber-aligned mesh  -  predicted failure load is 6% higher than measured 
conventional mesh  -  predicted failure load is 4% higher than measured 
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A) 

B) 
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Observed transverse matrix cracking 
associated with load drop 



0 ply -45 ply 90 ply +45 ply 

0 ply -45 ply 90 ply +45 ply 

A)  Fiber-aligned mesh 

B)  Convention, notch-centric mesh 

0 ply -45 ply 90 ply 

before before before before 

before before before before 
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B)  Convention, notch-centric mesh 
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after after after after 
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B)  Delamination observed immediately after  failure (identified by a 5% load drop) 

A)  Predicted delamination  -  fiber-aligned mesh 
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90/-45 
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B)  Delamination observed immediately after  failure (identified by a 5% load drop) 

A)  Predicted delamination  -  convention, notch-centric mesh 

cohesive layer 45/90 cohesive layer 90/-45 cohesive layer -45/0 



8mm laminate thickness 
8 contiguous plies at each 
fiber orientation 

4mm laminate thickness 
4 contiguous plies at each 
fiber orientation 

larger ply groups result in 
more extensive delamination 
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Predicted structural-level  progressive failure response 
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Predicted delamination immediately after load drop 

8mm coupon: 
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The ability of Helius:MCT’s multiscale progressive failure  
model to resolve actual damage evolution scales nicely with 
the level of discretization provided by the mesh. 
 
Both the conventional mesh and the fiber-aligned mesh 
were able to accurately identify the load at which the first 
major failure event occurred (5% load drop). 
 
For all of the progressive failure simulations using both  
meshes, Helius:MCT’ proprietary convergence enhancing  
algorithms proved capable of resolving the failure cascades  
(intra-laminar failure + delamination) that resulted in the 
first major (5%) load drop that signaled the end of the test. 
            Implicit finite element solutions become practical ! 

Conclusions 



The use of fiber-aligned meshing was shown to enable:  
1)  accurate resolution of transverse matrix cracking patterns  
     (within the context of CDM where material stiffness  
     reduction is diffusely applied within each element). 
2)  accurate  representation of the consequences of  
      transverse matrix cracking (i.e., load path disruption) that 
      leads to associated delamination. 
 
The use of non-fiber-aligned meshing can allow some level of 
spurious load transfer through failed bands of elements, thus 
compromising the local load re-distribution process and  
altering the predicted damage evolution. 

Conclusions 
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Constituent-Averaging  

Localization Coefficients 

for Strain and Strain 

linear localization mapping via 
constituent averaging coefficients 

(superposition of macroscopic modes) 

MCT Decomposition (numerical form)  



Helius:MCT’s proprietary Intelligent Discrete 
Softening (IDS) method provides enhanced  
convergence that permits implicit finite element  
simulation to be used to achieve an accurate 
and efficient simulation of the panel’s progressive 
failure response. 


